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Sir, medical laboratory service is the basic medical service in all hospitals. In some situations, there can be a life threatening conditions, which is usually overlooked, to the patients who receive the service from the laboratory. First, hypoglycemia, a common complication in diabetic patient, is a serious condition that can lead to death. Of interest, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) determination is the common clinical chemistry test that requires the patients to fast for 8 – 12 hours before getting venipuncture. If the patient is on insulin and have to fast, the patient might develop severe hypoglycemia in the morning (1, 2). The case of sudden death during venipuncture is reported (2). Therefore, it is needed to well prepare the diabetic patient for the fasting. This should be applied to all blood tests requiring fasting, not only FPG (3,4). Second, falling is a common accident that is a serious episode for the elderly. Falling due to wet floor can be expected. In the venipuncture section of the laboratory, the patient’s falling can be easily seen. Indeed, vagovagal reflex induced fainting is common in patient receiving blood collection (5). If there is no well-designed venipuncture chair, the patients can fall down, might have serious head injury, and can bring other deadly severe complications (5, 6). Finally, shock should al be mentioned. The laboratory in the hospital can face up the cases pending shock in its daily service during specimen collection or diagnostic procedure. The medical personnel in the laboratory have to observe the patients’ clinical manifestation during laboratory procedures (6). If the poor signs and symptoms can be seen, stopping of the procedure and monitoring for the patients’ vital signs is suggested (6). Call for help should also be done in complicated cases. Although prevalence of life threatening episodes in the patients receiving service from medical laboratory is not high it is needed to take full concerns on those conditions.
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